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Introduction

Today’s economic climate is increasing the pressure to reduce costs and improve cash

position for many businesses. This can come at a significant impact to the business if not

done well. A systematic, structured approach is vital.

By focusing on core principles and applying innovative analytics, OP2MA’s cost and

working capital optimisation programmes can help you stabilize and strengthen your

supply chain  and deliver sustainable improvement.

Our approach helps business leaders balance short-term financial and operational

improvements with long-term change.

49.8% of UK businesses reported experiencing price
increases in June 2022 compared to 16.3% in the same
period in 2020 

SMEs reported producer price inflation at 22.1% in the
year to May 2022, a record high 

39.5% of UK businesses in June 2022 had cash reserves
of 3 months or less 

1 – Office for National Statistics (ONS), Business Insights Survey, July 2022
2 – ONS, Producer Price Inflation, May 2022

Did you know?
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Service, cost and capital:
How operational performance drives financial results



Key cost optimisation levers

The essential starting point for a review is to confirm how current supply chain performance is driving financial outcomes. Taking a systematic,

structured approach is fundamental. Our OP2MA Health Check forms the basis for a data-driven approach and managing trade-offs.

These five cost optimisation levers are critical to identifying opportunities and securing sustaining improvements. Each lever is described in the

following pages, together with potential actions.

Contact us to create a programme that encompasses the full range of potential actions to address your business’ unique situation and

objectives:

        info@op2ma.net 

       Calum Lewis 07966 667427

Cost Optimisation Programme

An end-to-end supply chain assessment of potential cost reductions will help to identify those
options that are sustainable.

 1. Product, customer profitability

2. Sourcing and inventory

3. Process improvement

4. Operating model

5. Digital Transformation
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Potential actions:

Product optimisation
        Rationalise product ranges
        Align design specifications with customer value
        Maximise common components

Customer segmentation
        Differentiate service offers
        Remove unprofitable customers

Cost Optimisation Programme

Understanding the activity costs associated with products and customers
can improve profitability



Cost Optimisation Programme

Capturing inventory carrying costs and assessing total cost of ownership can
reveal significant savings

Potential actions:

Sourcing
      Establish total cost of ownership
      Re-balance supply base  
      Develop supplier collaboration

 
Inventory
      Quantify inventory carrying costs
      Assess factors driving safety stocks
      Clear obsolete stock
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5. Digital Transformation



Cost Optimisation Programme

Assess the value added and time spent on activities in core business
processes

Potential actions:

Re-design
     Remove or reduce non-value adding activities 
     Re-configure information flows to streamline activities 
     Sharpen accountabilities and decision authorities
     Assess the potential for automation

 1. Product, customer profitability

2. Sourcing and inventory

3. Process improvement

4. Operating model

5. Digital Transformation



Cost Optimisation Programme

Develop demand-driven processes and re-configure supply flows to build
resilience

Potential actions:

Step-change
     Re-examine service, cost, and capital trade-offs
     Postpone configuration of finished products 
     Review supply network activities 
     Enhance end-to-end supply chain collaboration

 1. Product, customer profitability

2. Sourcing and inventory

3. Process improvement

4. Operating model

5. Digital Transformation



Cost Optimisation Programme

Define opportunities using a strategic, operational, and tactical framework
to assess value and priority

Potential actions:

Integration
     Assess data capture methods for automation
     Build connections across systems to remove duplication
     Streamline data exchange with customers and suppliers

 
Re-design
     Explore partnerships for up to the minute visibility
     Develop supply chain planning control tower

 

 1. Product, customer profitability

2. Sourcing and inventory

3. Process improvement

4. Operating model

5. Digital Transformation



Understanding how supply chain operations drive financial results will allow your business to manage trade-offs,
identify opportunities and prioritise actions.

Building an action plan

After a rapid initial assessment, the action plan should indicate priorities and the
timescales to improvement and benefit. The programme should be dynamic and
agile; as new insights are gained, priorities may need to change and actions adapt.
Ownership of the plan must reside with the business leaders.

It provides a vital starting point for:
     Confirming opportunities and mitigating risks 
     Establishing a detailed programme to optimise costs
     Monitoring performance and aligning teams on key activities



Calum.Lewis@op2ma.net
www.op2ma.net
07966 667427

Why OP2MA?
      Managing the supply chain effectively is critical to     
 sustainability and growth

      All businesses can be set up for supply chain success and
develop the capabilities to achieve excellence; it is not the
exclusive preserve of large corporates

      Creating an environment where supply chain excellence is
inevitable is as much about people as it is  about proess and
technology

      Applying innovative analysis with practical insight can define
the scope and scale of opportunity for any business 

      The challenge to supply chain excellence are many and
varied; coherent, data driven analytics provide a compass in the
face of uncertainty, turbulence and increasingly demanding
environments 

How can we help?


